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Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy of the
Brain in Alcohol Abuse 
GEORGE FEIN, PH.D., DIETER J. MEYERHOFF, DR.RER.NAT., MICHAEL W. WEINER, M.D. 
Magnetic resonance (MR) technology produces data on brain structure and activity without 
relying on radiation or invasive surgery. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) creates images, and 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) produces spectra based on the ability of atomic nuclei 
in tissues to absorb and release pulses of energy. MRS studies of alcohol in the brain reveal 
that only a portion of the alcohol in the brain can be detected by MR technology, suggesting 
that alcohol there exists in multiple pools. The pools not visible using MRS is hypothesized to 
be bound to cell membranes. Indirect evidence from MR studies of chronic alcohol abusers 
suggests that tolerance to alcohol’s effects results in an increased rigidity of cell membranes 
th a t f or ce s m ore al co h ol to r em a in i n t h e M R ­v isi bl e po o l ( i. e ., t he p oo l no t bo u nd to 
membranes) compared with alcohol in the brains of nontolerant people. KEY WORDS: Magnetic 
resonance imaging; magnetic resonance spectroscopy; AOD abuse; brain; cell membrane; AOD 
tolerance; neuroimaging 
Alcohol produces many of its effectsin humans by acting on the brain.The ways in which alcohol affects
brain function, however, have yet to be
linked with neurochemical and neurophys­
iological processes. And many research
methods that could elucidate these mecha­
nisms are too invasive to conduct in hu­
mans. Brain research has received a boost,
however, from the increasing diversity and
usefulness of imaging techniques, which
provide methods of peering inside the living
human brain, and even revealing interac­
tions between brain molecules, without
invasive surgery.
During the past 10 to 15 years, one
such technique, magnetic resonance (MR)
technology, has advanced dramatically,
creating new avenues for producing im­
ages of (i.e., imaging) brain structure and
function in living organisms (i.e., in vivo).
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has
become the preferred method by which
researchers generate images of the central
nervous system (CNS) because of its nonin­
vasive nature and its finely detailed images
of CNS tissues. Both magnetic resonance
spectroscopy (MRS) and magnetic reso­
nance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) (which
combines imaging and spectroscopy) per­
mit scientists to observe the chemical com­
pound alcohol in the living brain. These
technologies allow researchers to deter­
mine how alcohol is distributed throughout
the brain and whether this distribution helps
explain alcohol’s effects on brain function;
how long (after consumption) it takes alcohol
to be distributed to various brain regions
(i.e., the time­course); and whether alcohol 
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Figure 1	 A subject is being prepared for a magnetic resonance examination. The 
subject lies in front of the magnetic resonance instrument on a movable 
bed. His head is encircled by an electronic device, which serves both to 
transmit low­energy radio frequency (RF) waves to hydrogen or phospho­
rus nuclei in the head and to receive the energy emitted from these 
nuclei. For the examination, the bed on which the subject lies is moved 
into the tunnel so that the magnet completely surrounds the subject’s 
head. The magnetic field affects all nuclei in the body so that they will 
absorb and emit RF energy. 
in the brains of people tolerant to alcohol’s
effects is altered with regard to magnitude,
anatomic distribution, or time­course.
This article briefly describes the history
and science of MR technology and explains
its use in imaging alcohol in the brain. The
article also reviews results indicating that
only a portion of the alcohol in the brain
after consumption is visible using MRS or
MRSI, explaining that this partial visibility
may provide a clue as to how alcohol inter­
acts with brain cells and how this interaction 
may differ in people with physiological tol­
erance to alcohol’s effects. After outlining
a method for testing an explanation of al­
cohol’s partial visibility and reviewing the
preliminary results, the article discusses
the potential importance of these observa­
tions for advancing our understanding of
the development and chronic nature of
alcoholism in humans. 
EVOLUTION OF MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE TECHNOLOGY 
The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic
resonance was first discovered in 1946 
independently by Felix Bloch at Stanford 
University and Edward Purcell at Harvard
University (Bloch et al. 1946; Purcell et
al. 1946). The discovery was of such far­
reaching importance that both researchers
received the 1952 Nobel prize in physics
for their work. Methods were first devel­
oped to exploit this phenomenon in physics;
later, researchers in chemistry used MR
technology to evaluate the structure and
composition of organic and other mol­
ecules important to living organisms. In
1973, Lauterbur first demonstrated the
ability of magnetic resonance to produce
two­dimensional images of objects (Lauter­
bur 1973). Methodology advanced rapidly,
with the eventual development in the early
1980’s of superconducting magnets that
were large enough to accommodate a hu­
man body (figure 1). Since then, clinicians
have used MRI routinely to obtain images
of various organs in the human body. MRI
produces images based on water’s distri­
bution in the body. As radiologists have
amassed information about variations in 
water’s properties in different classes of
normal tissue (e.g., white versus gray matter
in the brain)1 and in diseased tissue (e.g.,
tumors and multiple sclerosis plaques),
they have designed MRI studies to accen­
tuate these differences (e.g., to highlight
the contrast between normal and specific
types of diseased tissue).
Research into the use of MRS, which
can evaluate molecules other than water,
also started in the mid­1970’s, with the
measurement of phosphorus spectra from
isolated organs (see, for example, Garlick
et al. 1977; Weiner et al. 1980) and intact
animals (Ackermann et al. 1980). Scientists
quickly realized that MRS can provide a
window into metabolism and function in 
the human body without invasive proce­
dures. Today, MRS is used primarily in
biomedical research, but clinical applica­
tions are emerging, particularly in evaluating
epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, metabolic
muscle disorders, and brain tumors. 
THE WORKINGS OF MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE TECHNOLOGY 
Both MRI and MRS operate by affecting
certain atoms (i.e., the fundamental units
of matter) in the body. Atoms are made
up of nuclei orbited by electrons. Dif­
ferent atoms (such as hydrogen and carbon)
combine chemically to form compounds,
which in turn compose the building blocks
of body cells and tissues. Magnetic reso­
nance detects the nuclei of certain atoms,
such as hydrogen. MR instruments first
use large magnets to prepare body tissues
to be studied by aligning the protons of
atoms in the tissues with the magnetic field.
The machines then produce radio frequency
(RF) waves that cause nuclei within these
large magnetic fields to absorb and then
emit energy, producing either images or
spectra, depending on the specific tech­
nique (see also the article by Doria, pp.
261–265). In MRI, for example, the MR
image of tissue shows the location in space
(i.e., spatial distribution) of the hydrogen
atom as it appears in water in various tis­
sues. The hydrogen image varies in inten­
sity based on how water’s concentration
and properties change in different tissues.
Conversely, MRS produces its spectra
from the energy emitted by hydrogen
contained in compounds other than water. 
1A nerve cell comprises a body—which contains the
cell nucleus and other essential structures—and in­
coming and outgoing projections, or fibers. Gray
matter in the brain is made up mostly of cell bodies
and many tiny branches of incoming fibers (i.e.,
dendrites) that bring signals from other nerves to the
cell body. Each nerve cell generally also has one large
outgoing fiber (i.e., the axon) that conducts nerve sig­
nals to other nerves. White matter is made up mostly
of these axons. 
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Hydrogen nuclei emit RF energy at
different frequencies depending on the
nuclei’s location in the body and the
chemical compound in which they exist.
In an MRS spectrum, signals of character­
istic sizes and certain frequencies corre­
spond to each of the hydrogen­containing
compounds that are “visible” to the MR
instrument. For example, several com­
pounds that occur naturally in the brain
appear as single peaks at specific points,
or frequencies, along the spectrum.
Alcohol appears as a triple peak at anoth­
er frequency (figure 2). The area outlined
by each peak is usually equal to the hy­
drogen concentration of its corresponding
compound within the target tissue2 (al­
though this is not the case with alcohol, as
discussed below). The concentration tells
researchers whether expected or unex­
pected levels of the detected compounds
are present in the brain. MRS also can be
directed to produce spectra from other
atoms contained in living tissues (which
do not contain hydrogen), such as phos­
phorus (discussed below). 
Resonance and Relaxation 
The effect of the tissues and compounds
in the body (i.e., the nuclear environment)
on magnetic resonance must be under­
stood when interpreting findings. By
altering the way the nuclei of atoms re­
lease energy, the nuclear environment
affects the MRI or MRS outcome. To 
understand how MR technology elicits
different degrees of response from atoms
in different tissues, it helps to consider
how a tuning fork works (figure 3). A
tuning fork vibrates, or resonates, at a
specific frequency, just as hydrogen
nuclei in water or other compounds ab­
sorb RF energy at specific resonance
frequencies. The vibration of a tuning
fork slowly diminishes over time (i.e., it
decays). Similarly, the magnitude of RF
energy emitted by hydrogen nuclei decays
over time. The duration (known in the
field as T2)3 of this decay is called the
relaxation time. If the ability of the tuning 
2The areas outlined by the peaks also depend on the
volume of tissue studied, the rate at which RF energy
dissipates in the compounds, and the interval between
when the tissue absorbs energy and when the meas­
urement for the spectrum is taken. 
3MR experiments involve other relaxation­time phe­
nomena (called T1 and T2* [i.e., T2 “star”] relaxation 
times), but T2 relaxation is the critical phenomenon
involved in the capacity of MRS to detect alcohol in
the brain. 
Figure 2	 Magnetic resonance spectrum from hydrogen nuclei in a human brain (the 
signal from water, which would be much larger than the others, is sup­
pressed). The peaks shown are from the three major signals visible by 
MRS1 in the normal brain, representing Cho,2 Cr,3 and NAA.4 The mag­
netic resonance spectrum was obtained after the subject had consumed al­
cohol; therefore, a fourth peak appears that originates from alcohol in the 
brain. This peak exhibits the typical triplet structure of alcohol and resonates 
at alcohol’s characteristic frequency at the right side of the spectrum. 
1MRS = magnetic resonance spectroscopy; 2Cho = choline­containing compounds; 3Cr = creatinine­
containing compounds; 4NAA = N­acetylaspartate. 
fork to vibrate is restricted (e.g., by some­
one touching it), the sound’s duration is
reduced. Likewise, if the nuclei’s mobility
is restricted, the relaxation time (i.e., the
duration of decay) will be shortened. 
Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopic Imaging 
A major drawback of early MRS studies
was that only a single, small cube (i.e., vol­
ume) of tissue could be studied at one time,
yielding a single spectrum. In recent years,
ingenious methods have been developed for
gathering spectra from multiple volumes
of tissue simultaneously (for a review, see
Meyerhoff 1994). This technology, MRSI,
is based on the marriage of MRS to MRI
methods and produces both structural im­
ages and spectra of corresponding volumes
in the brain. In MRSI, researchers concep­
tually divide the tissue to be studied into
a grid of volumes and gather a separate
spectrum for each volume, or cube. The
cube size used in an MRSI is dictated by
the amount of tissue necessary to generate
enough energy to produce a spectrum (ap­
proximately 1 cubic centimeter for hydro­
gen MRSI). The location of the cube of
tissue represented by a particular MR spec­
trum can be shown on an accompanying
MR image taken just before or after the
MRS study (figure 4). 
THE BRAIN ALCOHOL SIGNAL 
USING MRS: PARTIAL VISIBILITY 
The alcohol signal in MR spectra, such as
those shown in figure 4, is used to calcu­
late the alcohol concentration in a selected 
region of the brain. Research consistently
shows that alcohol freely passes through
the blood­brain barrier (see Chin 1979)
and that alcohol levels in the blood and in 
the brain are roughly equal. Using MRS
in subjects who had just consumed alco­
hol, investigators were surprised to find
that the concentration reflected by the al­
cohol signal in the brain was much lower
than the blood alcohol concentration (BAC).
Additional MRS studies of alcohol in 
human and animal brains performed to
date (Chiu et al. 1994; Mendelson et al.
1990; Moxon et al. 1991) support the
finding that a lower alcohol signal exists 
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in the brain than researchers would expect
based on the BAC. Therefore, for some
reason, the alcohol entering the brain is
not fully visible using MRS.
The visibility of the signals in MR
spectra is determined by the relaxation
time of the nuclei being imaged. Conse­
quently, the RF energy emitted by nuclei
with short relaxation times may dissipate so
rapidly that the signal is barely visible to
the MR machine by the time RF detection
begins. The signal is undetectable because
it takes some time for the MR machine to 
apply a series of energy pulses and then to
record the energy signal emitted by the
nuclei in response.
A short relaxation time may explain
why only a portion of the alcohol signal is
recorded. But why might only part of the
signal be affected? Using the analogy men­
tioned earlier, a vibrating tuning fork’s en­
ergy dissipates quickly if the tuning fork is
held rigidly and is not allowed to vibrate
freely. It is the same for nuclei in tissues: 
They have long relaxation times if they are
able to move around and rotate freely in
their molecular environment (e.g., if they
are in solution), but they have relatively
short relaxation times if they are rigidly held
in place (e.g., bound in cell membranes).
Experiments with cell membranes isolated
from their tissues suggest that brain alcohol
exists in at least two pools: one containing
alcohol molecules dissolved in water both 
outside and inside cells (i.e., a “free” pool of
molecules not bound to any cell structures) 
(figure 5), which has a relatively long re­
laxation time, and one containing alcohol
molecules bound to membranes (i.e., a
“bound­alcohol” pool), which has a short
relaxation time. The “free­alcohol” pool,
which has the long relaxation time, is vis­
ible to MRS as a tall peak. In contrast, the
“bound­alcohol” pool remains invisible,
producing only a flat, broad signal indistin­
guishable from other signals in the MR
spectrum. Furthermore, a rapid exchange
of molecules may continuously occur be­
tween these pools. Evidence for the validity
of this two­pool model is presented below. 
DIFFERENCES IN MR­VISIBILITY 
IN ALCOHOL­TOLERANT VS. 
NONTOLERANT SUBJECTS 
An intriguing set of findings (Chiu et al.
1994) offers indirect support for the two­
pool explanation of alcohol’s partial MR
visibility. These findings report that brain
alcohol is more MR visible (i.e., it forms
a larger peak on the spectrum) in people
who are tolerant to alcohol’s effects than it 
is in nontolerant people at the same BAC
(figure 6). The study’s authors base their
explanation on studies of cell membranes
showing that the fluidizing effect of alcohol
on membranes decreases when the mem­
branes are treated with alcohol over a long
period of time. In other words, exposing
membranes to alcohol over a long period
results in more rigid membranes than would 
exist if they were treated with alcohol over
only a short period. The researchers hypo­
thesize that, compared with nontolerant
people, the greater membrane rigidity in
alcohol­tolerant people allows less alcohol
to bind to the membranes. A relatively
greater alcohol concentration outside the
membranes (i.e., MR­visible, or “free” al­
cohol) results, as does a relatively lower
concentration of alcohol bound to the mem­
branes (i.e., MR­invisible alcohol). If this
model proves accurate, then the increased
MR visibility of brain alcohol in alcohol­
tolerant subjects may actually reflect an
adaptation of the brain’s cells to alcohol.
Other researchers have found support­
ing evidence that MRS visibility of alcohol
increases under conditions that result in 
short­term (i.e., acute) alcohol tolerance.4 
For example, Mendelson and colleagues
(1990) found that an increase in MRS
brain alcohol visibility occurred between
1 and 2 hours after a single dose of alco­
hol was consumed. Moxon and colleagues
(1991) observed dramatically increased
MRS brain alcohol visibility in dogs that
were given additional doses of alcohol
within 30 minutes of the initial dose. Most 
recently, Kaufman and colleagues (1996)
demonstrated increased MRS visibility of
brain alcohol with repeated alcohol ad­
ministration in humans during a single
test session, results which may reflect
acute tolerance. 
A POSSIBLY RELATED
PHENOMENON O
 
BSERVED
U
 
SING PHOSPHORUS MRS 
As previously mentioned, MRS also can
create spectra from energy emitted by
compounds containing atoms other than
hydrogen. For example, phosphorus com­
bines with fats, or lipids, to form phos­
pholipids, a primary building block of cell
membranes. Thus, phosphorus MRS can
be used to evaluate changes in cell mem­
branes among subjects who have a disease 
4Acute tolerance to the effects of alcohol occurs 
during a single drinking episode and can be demon­
strated by measuring a person’s physical coordina­
tion in relation to BAC. Over time, the BAC rises, 
peaks, and falls again. A person’s lack of coordina­
tion is greater when the BAC is rising (i.e., early in
the drinking episode) than when the BAC is falling
(i.e., later in the drinking episode). This is true even
when coordination is measured at the same BAC 
during both the rising and falling phases. The person
has developed a short­term, or acute, tolerance to the
physiological effects of alcohol. 
Figure 4	 Results of a single hydrogen MRSI1 examination of a healthy subject who consumed alcohol before the study. (A) For 
comparison, a typical magnetic resonance image obtained from the hydrogen signal of water in the brain. Super­
imposed on this image is a rectangle corresponding to the region from which data are obtained during MRSI.2 The 
spectroscopy volume is selected well inside the brain, because an alcohol signal from brain close to the skin may be 
obscured by signals from scalp fat (seen around the perimeter of the image in C). (B) The spectroscopic image obtained 
from the normal distribution of the hydrogen signal of the chemical compound NAA3 located in the brain region outlined 
on image A. Within the spectroscopy rectangle (see color scale on right side), red indicates a high concentration of NAA; 
yellow and green represent successively lower concentrations. An outline of the head obtained from the image in A is 
superimposed in red lines to facilitate its comparison with the NAA image. (C) Spectroscopic image obtained from the 
hydrogen signal of alcohol in the rectangular region. Inside this spectroscopy volume, the highest alcohol concentration 
(shown by red and orange colors) is found in a specific tissue (i.e., gray matter) along the midline between the two brain 
hemispheres, whereas lower concentrations are found in another type of tissue (i.e., white matter).* 
(D) Two representative spectra obtained from predominantly gray and white matter at locations indicated by black 
squares on the magnetic resonance image in A. Note the three characteristic brain resonances of hydrogen­containing 
compounds (labeled Cho,4 Cr,5 and NAA) and the typical peak from alcohol on the spectra’s right side. The stronger al­
cohol signal from the gray­matter spectrum, compared with that from the white­matter spectrum, suggests a higher 
concentration of alcohol in the gray matter. 
1MRSI = magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging; 2MRS = magnetic resonance spectroscopy; 3NAA = N­acetylaspartate; 4Cho = choline­containing
 
compounds; 5Cr = creatinine­containing compounds.
 
*Gray matter is brain tissue composed mainly of the bodies of nerve cells and containing few nerve fibers. White matter is brain tissue composed mainly of nerve
 
fibers and few nerve cell bodies.
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or a condition such as tolerance resulting
from chronic alcohol abuse. 
Phosphorus MRS of living subjects also
allows for the observation of compounds in
cells called phosphodiesters (PDE’s). The
PDE signal in a phosphorus spectrum orig­
inates from three components, each of which
can provide information about changes in
cell structure or activity. There is (1) a long
relaxation­time component derived from the
products of the breakdown (i.e., metabol­
ism) of phospholipids; (2) an intermediate
relaxation­time component derived from
phospholipids in compartments inside cells
(i.e., vesicles); and (3) a short relaxation­
time component derived from intact phos­
pholipids in membranes (Kilby et al. 1991).
The relaxation times are shorter for the sec­
ond and third components because they are
bound in cell structures. 
Meyerhoff and colleagues have used
phosphorus MRS to study the effects of
chronic alcohol abuse on phospholipids
(Meyerhoff et al. 1995a). Experimental
requirements for phosphorus MRS (i.e.,
a delay of 2 milliseconds [ms] or less
between RF excitation and detection by
the MR instrument) make observation
of at least part, if not all, of the interme­
diate and short relaxation­time pools
feasible (Murphy et al. 1989). In con­
trast, hydrogen MRS, which requires a
delay on the order of at least 20 ms be­
tween excitation and detection of RF 
energy, cannot directly detect the short
relaxation­time pool of brain alcohol, as
described earlier. 
The primary finding from Meyerhoff
and colleagues’ (1995a) research supports
Chiu and colleagues’ evidence (presented
earlier) of cell membrane changes resulting
from long­term alcohol abuse. Meyerhoff
and colleagues showed that the intensity of
the PDE signal was reduced in chronic al­
cohol abusers. Similar to the findings of
increased alcohol MR visibility among
alcohol­tolerant people, this reduction in
signal intensity most likely results either
from a lowered concentration of PDE’s or 
from a shortened average PDE relaxation
time, which causes a smaller PDE signal
magnitude. Recent biochemical studies
suggest that PDE concentrations are not
reduced among chronic alcohol abusers, so
a shortened relaxation time for the reduced 
PDE signal intensity appears to be the most
favorable explanation.
Meyerhoff and colleagues thus hypo­
thesize that the observed reduction of the 
PDE signal in alcohol abusers reflects a
reduction in relaxation time for the inter­
mediate and short T
 
PDE  2 pools, as a
result of increased membrane rigidity.
This model involves the same mechanisms 
thought to underlie the increased brain alco­
hol visibility to hydrogen MRS in alcohol­
tolerant people (Chiu et al. 1994). In other
words, the changes in phosphorus MRS
observed in chronic alcohol abusers may
reflect the same underlying membrane
changes (i.e., increased membrane rigidity
resulting from alcohol tolerance) that are
hypothesized to cause increased hydrogen
MRS visibility of brain alcohol. Phosphorus
MRS also demonstrates increased cell 
membrane rigidity without requiring the
subject to consume alcohol before imag­
ing, suggesting that the rigidity is at least
a semipermanent condition in the chronic
alcohol abuser. 
TESTING
A
 THE MODEL OF 
LCOHOL MAGNETIC
R
 
ESONANCE VISIBILITY 
Although there is a possibility that an
“MR­invisible” pool of alcohol exists in
the brain after consumption, this hypothesis
is more complex than the description pre­
sented earlier implies. Alcohol in a short
relaxation­time pool, such as the hypothe­
sized pool bound to cell membranes de­
scribed earlier, would produce a flat, broad
component in the MR spectrum if it existed
(see sidebar, p. 313). In essence, this flat
component is invisible in MRS studies be­
cause it cannot be differentiated from sig­
nals produced by other compounds or from
noise (i.e., signals) inherently created by the 
MR procedure. Nevertheless, researchers
can obtain indirect evidence for the exis­
tence of this broad, flat signal using a
method called magnetization transfer
(MT). MT selectively cancels the shallow
signal produced by alcohol in the pool
bound to cell membranes. Because alcohol 
molecules are constantly shifting between
the free and bound pools, this cancellation
is transferred, in part, to the free­alcohol
pool, visibly diminishing the free­pool
signal in an MR spectrum.
In recent MT experiments in rats that
had been administered alcohol, Meyerhoff
and colleagues (1995b) found a significant
reduction (about 40 percent) of the visible
alcohol signal after they applied the MT
technique (see figure in sidebar). Because
it is consistent with the findings presented
earlier, this MT effect suggest that a short
relaxation­time alcohol pool exists and sup­
ports the theory that this pool transfers
energy during MT to the long relaxation­
time pool. Similar experiments are plan­
ned in humans to test the hypothesis that
bound­ and free­alcohol pools exist in the
human brain. Moreover, such experiments
can be used to test the model put forth by
Chiu and colleagues regarding their findings
of increased alcohol visibility in alcohol­
tolerant individuals. If the bound­alcohol 
pool in alcohol­tolerant subjects is smaller
than that of alcohol­nontolerant subjects,
the MT effect should be smaller in alcohol­
tolerant subjects. 
IMPLICATIONS AND 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
The phenomena and methods described
in this article may be used in studies of
alcohol’s effects on the brain as well as of 
individual differences in the response to
alcohol and the vulnerability to alcohol
abuse. For example, researchers imaging
alcohol in the brain can determine whether 
alcohol shows an affinity for specific brain
regions or is distributed uniformly within
a tissue type. The concentration of alcohol
in certain brain areas may help to explain
some of its effects on people’s behavior.
Imaging of brain alcohol also could help
determine whether the brain distribution 
of alcohol differs by gender or changes
with age or in response to particular dis­
eases. Such studies could help elucidate
any physiological mechanisms that may
underlie such differences. 
Regarding alcohol’s partial MR visibility
in the brain, basic studies are needed to
make the methods as reliable as possible
and to replicate the results described earlier.
With these goals accomplished, the poten­
tial yield from brain alcohol MRS and
MRSI studies will be enormous. Foremost,
the differences seen between the MR 
spectra of people who are tolerant and
those who are not tolerant to alcohol’s 
effects may be a powerful in vivo meas­
ure for assessing cellular tolerance to alco­
hol in the brain. This measure could then 
be used to determine how long such toler­
ance persists after a person becomes ab­
stinent and whether the persistence depends
on such parameters as the amount and
timespan of alcohol use, the subject’s age,
and genetic factors. The greater visibility
of brain alcohol in alcohol­tolerant people
may even reflect a genetic vulnerability to
alcohol abuse. In other words, genetic pre­
disposition to alcohol abuse may manifest
itself in increased rigidity of cell mem­
branes in the brain even among people who
have never consumed alcohol. This theory
can be tested using MRS methods by
comparing the brain­alcohol visibility of 
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MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER AND
 
OFF­RESONANCE SATURATION
 
Magnetization transfer (MT) is a phe­
nomenon that allows researchers to 
obtain indirect evidence for portions,
or pools, of a compound (e.g., alcohol)
that otherwise would not be observable 
using magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS). Researchers have hypothesized
that alcohol exists in the brain in two 
pools: a “free” pool, in which alcohol
molecules are not bound to any tissues,
and a “bound” pool, in which alcohol
molecules are bound to cell membranes. 
To obtain evidence that some alcohol 
may be invisible to MRS, investigators
must somehow alter the MRS signals
from visible pools. As shown in part (a)
of the figure, the bound pool emits a
broad, shallow signal that is essentially
invisible on MRS. This broad signal is
thought to have the same central fre­
quency as the signal produced by the
free­alcohol pool, which appears as a
tall triplet peak at the center of the
bound pool’s broad signal. Researchers
can use the interactions that occur be­
tween the two alcohol pools to estab­
lish the existence of the invisible pool.
One such interaction is a rapid exchange
of alcohol molecules between the pools.
An MRS experiment has been designed
that cancels the broad signal of the bound
pool and indirectly affects the signal from
the free pool. The experiment uses a tech­
nique called off­resonance saturation, in
which the magnetic resonance machine
applies energy to the tissue at a certain
frequency different from that of the free
pool (i.e., an off­resonance saturation
pulse). The off­resonance pulse eliminates
the bound pool’s broad, shallow signal but
does not cancel the free signal (part [b] of
the figure). This task is simple because of
the broad frequency range produced by the
bound­alcohol pool. The effect produced
reduces the size of the free­alcohol peak,
because bound molecules affected by the
off­resonance energy move from the bound
to the free pool during the natural process
of molecular exchange, reducing the size
of the free signal.
The production of this off­resonance
saturation, or MT, effect for a specific com­
pound provides indirect evidence of the
existence of a broad signal for that com­
pound (parts [c] and [d] of the figure).
In other words, if the bound­alcohol
pool does not exist or if a rapid ex­
change of alcohol does not occur be­
tween the free and the bound pools, the
off­resonance saturation pulse would
not affect the size of the alcohol peak
in the spectrum. Conversely, if the
bound­alcohol pool does exist and
rapid exchange does occur, the visible
alcohol peak will decrease in size.
Differences in the size of the off­
resonance saturation effect, as evi­
denced by differences in the height
and width of the visible alcohol peak
between conditions (e.g., alcohol­
tolerant versus nontolerant subjects),
can be viewed as indicators of differ­
ences in the relative size of the bound­
alcohol (i.e., the magnetic resonance­
invisible) pool. 
— George Fein,
Dieter J. Meyerhoff,
and Michael W. Weiner 
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people with a family history of alcohol
problems with that of people with no fam­
ily history of alcoholism. These methods
also could be employed to study subjects’
responses to acute doses of alcohol and
stimuli that precipitate a craving for alco­
hol. Finally, if the phenomenon of increased
visibility of brain alcohol in alcohol­tolerant
people is verified, other MR­observable
physiological signs—like those described
with phosphorus MRS—must be sought
that may reflect the phenomenon without
subjects’ having to consume alcohol. For
example, if the partitioning of brain water
into bound and free pools is similar to that
of brain alcohol, it may be possible to de­
vise water MRI–MT studies that can as­
sess the same phenomena that are now
studied using hydrogen MRS after alcohol
administration. Although such a day is a
long way off, if such measures become
feasible, they may be of clinical value in
monitoring recovery from alcohol abuse. 
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